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Sociology Collection Development Policy  
University Libraries, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
David C. Tyler, Sociology Liaison Librarian, December? 2009  
Approved: CDC December 2, 2009 
 
I. GENERAL ACADEMIC PROGRAM INFORMATION 
The sociology collection supports the teaching, research and service activities of the entire 
university community. Its primary audience is the faculty, staff, and students of the Department 
of Sociology in the College of Arts and Sciences. Its primary focus is support for the 
undergraduate and graduate curricula for sociology. Specific and transient research needs of 
sociology faculty and graduate students should be supplemented through Interlibrary Loan. 
Materials are not purchased for the general public, though they may benefit from the collection. 
While the collection focuses on works classified in Sociology (HM) – Social Pathology. Social 
and Public Welfare. Criminology (HV), curriculum and research support is also provided by 
works classified as belonging to, for example, Social Sciences (General), Statistics, 
Demography, Gerontology, Environmental Psychology, Human Ecology, Education, 
Psychology/Psychiatry, Public Health, and so forth.  Works classified as belonging to Religion, 
History, Law, Technology, Language (e.g., communication studies, mass media, sociolinguistics, 
etc.), Science (e.g., information theory, network analysis, mathematical statistics, history of 
science, etc.), Technology (e.g., technological change), and so forth may also be pertinent.  
 
Sociology Department  
As the department notes on its Web page, a “major of sociology within the College of Arts and 
Sciences is a flexible program”, and the undergraduate program aims to provide its students with 
valuable opportunities and skills that they may benefit from and take with them to any future 
program:  “The opportunity to learn, to think objectively and creatively, to write and speak 
effectively, to analyze data, and to more fully appreciate and understand social and cultural 
differences among people.”  The undergraduate major in sociology is very flexible and requires 
at least 30 hours of sociology, which includes 5-6 required courses.  The remainder of the major 
may be constructed to suit individual student’s interests and educational objectives.  Sociology 
also offers a minor to students from other departments in the College of Arts and Sciences.   
 
The graduate-level program at Nebraska, however, is very much research oriented and, in 
addition to providing a broad course, provides in depth training in pure and applied research.  
According to departmental Web pages, the main areas of concentration for the department are as 
follows:  Family, Health/Mental Health/Substance Abuse, Social Inequalities (Race, Ethnicity, 
Class, Gender), and Survey Research/Quantitative Methods.  Additional areas of study for the 
department are:  Aging and The Life Course, Crime and Deviance, Demography, Education, 
Environmental Sociology, Religion, Social Change, Social Psychology, and Sociological Theory.  
The department’s particular strengths are its programs on the sociology of the family, on 
inequalities, and on the sociology of health. 
 
As of the Fall of 2009, the department was comprised of nineteen full-time faculty listed as 
members of the department and four part-time faculty listed as lecturers.  Of the nineteen full-
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time faculty, four are cross-listed as members of the Institute for Ethnic Studies, three are cross-
listed as faculty for the Women’s and Gender Studies Program, and three are cross-listed as 
faculty for the graduate-level Survey Research and Methodology Program.  A review of the 
departmental faculty Web pages discovered the following areas of interest: 
   
 Family (11), including listings for: Child Abuse and Neglect; Adolescence; Foster Youth, 
Homeless Youth & Their Families; High-Risk Behaviors Among Adolescents; and High-
Risk Children and Adolescents; 
 Methodology (11), including listings for: Survey Methodology (2), Quantitative Methods (2), 
Qualitative and Ethnographic Methods (2), Statistical Methodology, Interviewer Effects, 
Measurement Error, and Nonresponse Error; 
 Sociology of Health/Medical Sociology (9), including listings for: Sociology of Mental Health 
(5), Sociology of Health (3), and Medical Sociology; 
 Race and Ethnic Studies (6), including listings for: Chicano/Latino Studies, Minority/Majority 
Relations, and Race Relations; 
 Stratification (6), including listings for: Social Inequality: Race/Ethnicity, Class, and Gender (2); 
Race/Ethnic/Minority Inequality; Poverty and Inequality; and Inequality (Intersectionality); 
 Deviance (4), including listings for: Criminology, violence, and victimization; 
 Gender (4); 
 Education (3), including listings for: minorities in higher education and sociology of urban 
education; 
 Demography (2); 
 International Migration (2); 
 Religion (2); 
 Social Change/Social Movements (2); and 
 Chicago Sociology, Contextual Analysis, Culture, Disability, Drug and Alcohol Prevention, 
Environmental Sociology, History of Sociology, Immigrant Communities, Politics, Social 
Psychology, and Theory (Classical & Contemporary) (1 listing each). 
 
The Department of Sociology offers a B.A. at the undergraduate level and a minor to students 
from other departments in the College of Arts and Sciences. A B.S. degree may also be 
available; however, the department does not address it on their Web page.  At the graduate level, 
the department offers an M.A. and a Ph.D.   
 
In the fall of 2008, the department reported 126 undergraduate majors studying for the B.A. 
degree and four studying for the B.S., eighteen graduate students studying for the M.A., and 
twenty-five studying for the Ph.D.  The department’s course offerings are very popular with 
students fulfilling their general education and elective requirements:  the department reported 
6,476 credit hours in the fall of 2008, of which 5,433 were offered at the 100- and 200-levels.  In 
addition to providing the usual classroom offerings, the department’s faculty and students are 
also affiliated with several nationally-known research centers and programs, including the 
Bureau of Sociological Research; the Environmental Studies Program; the aforementioned 
Institute for Ethnic Studies; the American Sociological Association’s Section of the Sociology of 
Mental Health; Gallup, Inc.; the Preparing Future Faculty Program; the aforementioned 
Women’s and Gender Studies Program; and the Survey, Statistics and Psychometrics (SSP) Core 
Facility.  At various times, the faculty may be involved in the “University Honors Program” 
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UNL Program of Excellence, and the faculty are also involved in the following funded UNL 
Programs of Excellence: “Behavioral Health” and “Survey Methodology and Statistics”. 
 
The department offers the following Achievement-Centered Education (ACE) certified sociology  
courses for general education: 
 
SOCI 101  Introduction to Sociology   
SOCI 189H  University Honors Seminar   
SOCI 200  Women in Contemporary Society   
SOCI 201/[201]  Social Problems   
SOCI 206  Introduction to Social Research II   
SOCI 209  Sociology of Crime   
SOCI 217  Nationality and Race Relations (ETHN 217)   
SOCI 225  Marriage and the Family   
SOCI 495  Senior Seminar   
 
For additional information on the department, its activities and programs, and its history, please 
see the following:  http://soc.unl.edu/ 
 
II. GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE  
With respect to sociology, the UNL Libraries should have no geographical limitations.  Given 
the department’s interests, however, some preference may be given to works on North, South, 
and Central America. 
 
III. CHRONOLOGICAL COVERAGE  
There should be no chronological limitations. Studies pertaining to modern society and to the 
history of sociology are of interest and should be collected in compliance with the collection 
intensity levels designated above.  Studies pertaining to pre-modern society may be governed by 
the appropriate collection development policies (e.g., Nineteenth-Century Studies, Medieval and 
Renaissance Studies, etc.).  
 
IV. IMPRINT DATE  
Primary emphasis should be on current imprints. Retrospective purchasing should be 
concentrated in those areas collected at the Research Level and should emphasize the  
completion of major sets, the acquisition of highly pertinent but not widely disseminated 
research reports, and/or the works of highly influential sociologist and social theorists.  
Retrospective purchasing for materials designated as being collected at the Study Level and 
below should be highly selective.  
 
V. FORMAT  
Print Materials  
Most materials are acquired in the form of periodicals, series, and monographs.  Sociological 
research is also heavily reliant on technical/methodological reports, occasional papers, and 
research reports released by universities, research centers, and state and federal agencies, which 
form a significant portion of the field’s output.  Many of these items are published in paperback, 
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and some are spiral bound. The collection should also include the proceedings and symposia of 
the major associations. Reference works dealing with the methodology, the history of the field, 
and social history, generally, should be collected.  Given the field’s wide-ranging interests,  
abstracting and indexing services for sociology and for numerous related fields are desirable. 
Textbooks are not normally collected, unless they are of "classic" stature, are of graduate level, 
and/or have been requested by faculty; lower-level textbooks should not be collected.  Non-UNL 
dissertations and theses may be collected very selectively collected, but such works are not a 
priority for the collection.  
 
Non-Print Materials  
With respect to periodicals/serials and to reference works, preference should be given to 
materials available online or in dual print/online format, especially if such materials are free of 
continuing “maintenance” fees and if such materials allow for simultaneous access. 
Microformat collections, especially microfiche, are rarely collected; if funding allows, 
preference should be given to affordable online versions of such collections, especially if they 
offer value-added features such as full-text searching. 
  
VI. LANGUAGES 
English is the preferred language at all levels of collection intensity. Works in other languages 
may be collected selectively.  No work should automatically excluded on the basis of language 
alone. English translations are preferred, but translations into any of the major European 
languages may also be acceptable.  
 
VII. LIBRARY COLLECTIONS  
To support the sociology program, the library collection offers a wide range of materials on 
theory, methodology, technology and  practices, history, race relations, social problems, 
environmental science, immigration and emigration, public health, area studies, and so forth.  
Generally speaking, Research Level/Study Level collections should be maintained for Sociology, 
Research Methods in the Social Sciences (including Statistics [HA]), Family Studies, Women’s 
and Gender Studies, Social Pathology and Criminology, Public Health, Race Relations and 
Urban Sociology, and Immigration and Emigration.  Study Level/Basic Level collections should 
be maintained for Sociology of Religion, Political and Economic Sociology, Demography, 
Sociology of Education, Social History, Social Psychology, Environmental Science and Human 
Ecology/Anthropogeography.  A Basic Level/Minimal Level collection should be maintained for 
Information Science, Secret Societies, Sociobiology, Sociolinguistics, the Sociology of Law, 
Technology and Society, and so forth.  To a lesser extent, the collection also provides 
information on careers.  
 
Collections in some of these areas are guided by other collection development policies, including 
those written for Anthropology; Business; Criminal Justice; Economics; Education; 
Environmental Science; Family Studies; History; Law; Medicine and Dentistry; Multicultural 
Studies; Native American Studies; Nineteenth Century Studies; Political Science; and so forth.   
  
VIII. CLASSIFICATION AND INTENSITY LEVEL  
 
Materials Selected with Funds Designated for Sociology 
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CLASSIFICATION INTENSITY LEVEL 
AP(250)-(265) Periodicals for women BASIC 
AP(270)-(271) Periodicals for Blacks BASIC 
AY10-2001 Yearbooks. Almanacs. Directories BASIC 
BF207-209 Psychotropic drugs and other substances BASIC 
BF309-499 Consciousness. Cognition, Including learning, 
attention, comprehension, memory, imagination, genius, 
intelligence, thought and thinking, psycholinguistics, mental 
fatigue 
STUDY 
BF501-505 Motivation STUDY 
BF511-593 Affection. Feeling. Emotion STUDY 
BF608-635 Will. Volition. Choice. Control STUDY 
BF660-685 Comparative psychology. Animal and human 
psychology 
BASIC 
BF692-692.5 Psychology of sex. Sexual behavior STUDY 
BF697-697.5 Differential psychology. Individuality. Self BASIC 
BF698-698.9 Personality BASIC 
BF699-711 Genetic psychology STUDY 
BF712-724.85 Developmental psychology, Including infant 
psychology, child psychology, adolescence, adulthood 
STUDY 
BF725-727 Class psychology STUDY 
BF1001-1389 Parapsychology MINIMAL 
BF1404-2055 Occult sciences MINIMAL 
BJ1725 Ethics of social groups, classes, etc. Professional ethics BASIC 
BJ1801-2195 Social usages. Etiquette MINIMAL 
BL1-2790 Religions. Mythology. Rationalism STUDY 
BM1-990 Judaism OUT-OF-SCOPE 
BP1-610 Islam. Bahai Faith. Theosophy, etc. BASIC 
BQ1-9800 Buddhism BASIC 
BR1-1725 Christianity BASIC 
BX1-9999 Christian Denominations BASIC 
CB3-482 History of Civilization MINIMAL 
CB158-161 Forecasts of future progress MINIMAL 
GE1-350 Environmental sciences MINIMAL 
GE70-90 Environmental education MINIMAL 
GE140-160  Environmental Conditions, Environmental Quality, 
Environmental Risk Assessment, Global Environmental Change 
STUDY 
GE170-190 Environmental policy STUDY 
GE195-199 Environmentalism. Green movement STUDY 
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GE300-350 Environmental management MINIMAL 
GF1-900 Human ecology. Anthropogeography STUDY 
GF51 Environmental influences on humans STUDY 
GF75 Human influences on the environment STUDY 
GF101-127 Settlements BASIC 
GF125 Cities. Urban geography BASIC 
GF127 Rural settlements. Rural geography BASIC 
GF500-900 By region or country BASIC 
GN269-279 Race (General) STUDY 
GN296-296.5 Medical anthropology BASIC 
GN301-674 Ethnology.  Social and cultural anthropology BASIC 
GN357-367 Culture and cultural processes  Including social 
change, structuralism, diffusion, etc. 
BASIC 
GN406-517 Cultural traits, customs, and institutions BASIC 
GN448-450.8 Economic organization.  Economic anthropology BASIC 
GN451-477.7 Intellectual life  Including communication, 
recreation, philosophy, religion, knowledge, etc. 
BASIC 
GN478-491.7 Social organization BASIC 
GN492-495.2 Political organization.  Political anthropology BASIC 
GN495.4-498 Societal groups, ethnocentrism, diplomacy, 
warfare, etc. 
BASIC 
GN537-674 Ethnic groups and races BASIC 
GT1-7070 Manners and customs (General) BASIC 
GT165-476 Houses.  Dwellings BASIC 
GT485 Churches and church going STUDY 
GT495-499 Human body and its parts.  Personal beauty STUDY 
GT500-2370 Costume.  Dress.  Fashion STUDY 
GT2400-3390.5 Customs relative to private life  Including 
children, marriage, eating and drinking, funeral customs, etc. 
BASIC 
GT3400-5090 Customs relative to public and social life  
Including town life, court life, festivals, holidays, ceremonies of 
royalty, etc. 
BASIC 
GT5220-5286 Customs relative to transportation and travel MINIMAL 
GT5320-6737 Customs relative to special classes MINIMAL 
GT5320-5690 By birth, rank, etc. MINIMAL 
GT5750-6390 By occupation MINIMAL 
GV1-1860 Recreation. Leisure STUDY 
H1-99 Social sciences (General) RESEARCH 
HA1-4737 Statistics RESEARCH 
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HA29-32 Theory and method of social science statistics RESEARCH 
HA36-37 Statistical services. Statistical bureaus BASIC 
HA38-39 Registration of vital events. Vital records STUDY 
HA154-4737 Statistical data STUDY 
HA154-155 Universal statistics STUDY 
HA175-473 By region or country STUDY 
HB848-3697 Demography. Population. Vital events STUDY 
HD28-9999 Industries. Land use. Labor STUDY 
HD58.7-58.95 Organizational behavior, change and 
effectiveness. Corporate culture 
STUDY 
HD60-60.5 Social responsibility of business BASIC 
HD2321-4730.9 Industry BASIC 
HD4801-8943 Labor. Work. Working class STUDY 
HD4861-4895 Labor systems BASIC 
HD4909-5100.9 Wages BASIC 
HD5106-5267 Hours of labor BASIC 
HD5306-5474 Labor disputes. Strikes and lockouts BASIC 
HD5701-6000.9 Labor market. Labor supply. Labor demand, 
Including unemployment, manpower policy, occupational 
training, employment agencies 
BASIC 
HD6050-6305 Classes of labor, Including women, children, 
students, middle-aged and older persons, minorities 
STUDY 
HD6350-6940.7 Trade unions. Labor unions. Workers' 
associations 
BASIC 
HD6951-6957 Industrial sociology. Social conditions of 
labor 
BASIC 
HD6977-7080 Cost and standard of living BASIC 
HD7088-7252 Social insurance. Social security. Pension MINIMAL 
HD7795-8027 Labor policy. Labor and the state MINIMAL 
HD8031 Labor in politics. Political activity of the working class BASIC 
HD8038 Professions (General). Professional employees MINIMAL 
HE1-9990 Transportation and communications BASIC 
HM401-1281 Sociology (General) RESEARCH 
HM435-477 History of sociology. History of sociological 
theory 
RESEARCH 
HM461-473 Schools of sociology. Schools of social thought STUDY 
HM481-554 Theory. Method. Relations to other subjects RESEARCH 
HM621-656 Culture RESEARCH 
HM661-696 Social control RESEARCH 
HM701 Social systems RESEARCH 
HM706 Social structure RESEARCH 
HM711-806 Groups and organizations RESEARCH 
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HM756-781 Community RESEARCH 
HM786-806 Organizational sociology. Organization theory RESEARCH 
HM811-821 Deviant behavior. Social deviance RESEARCH 
HM826 Social institutions RESEARCH 
HM831-901 Social change RESEARCH 
HM1001-1281 Social psychology RESEARCH 
HM1041-1101 Social perception. Social cognition, Including 
perception of the self and others, prejudices, stereotype 
RESEARCH 
HM1106-1171 Interpersonal relations. Social behavior STUDY 
HM1176-1281 Social influence. Social pressure BASIC 
HN1-995 Social history and conditions. Social problems. Social 
reform 
STUDY 
HN30-39 The church and social problems MINIMAL 
HN41-46 Community centers. Social centers MINIMAL 
HN50-995 By region or country STUDY 
HQ1-2044 The Family. Marriage. Women RESEARCH 
HQ12-449 Sexual life RESEARCH 
HQ19-30.7 Sexual behavior and attitudes. Sexuality RESEARCH 
HQ31-64 Sex instruction and sexual ethics STUDY 
HQ71-72 Sexual deviations RESEARCH 
HQ74-74.2 Bisexuality STUDY 
HQ75-76.8 Homosexuality. Lesbianism STUDY 
HQ77-77.2 Transvestism BASIC 
HQ77.7-77.95 Transexualism BASIC 
HQ79 Sadism. Masochism. Fetishism, etc. BASIC 
HQ101-440.7 Prostitution STUDY 
HQ447 Masturbation MINIMAL 
HQ449 Emasculation. Eunuchs, etc. MINIMAL 
HQ450-472 Erotica MINIMAL 
HQ503-1064 The family. Marriage. Home RESEARCH 
HQ750-755.5 Eugenics MINIMAL 
HQ755.7-759.92 Parents. Parenthood, Including parent and 
child, husbands, fathers, wives, mothers 
RESEARCH 
HQ760-767.7 Family size RESEARCH 
HQ767.8-792.2 Children. Child development, Including child 
rearing, child life, play, socialization, children's rights 
RESEARCH 
HQ793-799.2 Youth. Adolescents. Teenagers RESEARCH 
HQ799.5-799.9 Young men and women RESEARCH 
HQ799.95-799.97 Adulthood STUDY 
HQ800-800.4 Single people STUDY 
HQ801-801.83 Man-woman relationships. Courtship. Dating  STUDY 
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HQ802 Matrimonial bureaus. Marriage brokerage MINIMAL 
HQ802.5 Matrimonial advertisements MINIMAL 
HQ803 Temporary marriage. Trial marriage. Companionate 
marriage 
STUDY 
HQ804 Breach of promise MINIMAL 
HQ805 Desertion BASIC 
HQ806 Adultery STUDY 
HQ811-960.7 Divorce RESEARCH 
HQ961-967 Free love MINIMAL 
HQ981-996 Polygamy MINIMAL 
HQ997 Polyandry MINIMAL 
HQ998-999 Illegitimacy. Unmarried mothers RESEARCH 
HQ1001-1006 The state and marriage BASIC 
HQ1051-1057 The church and marriage BASIC 
HQ1058-1058.5 Widows and widowers. Widowhood MINIMAL 
HQ1060-1064 Aged. Gerontology (Social aspects). Retirement STUDY 
HQ1073-1073.5 Thanatology. Death. Dying BASIC 
HQ1075-1075.5 Sex role RESEARCH 
HQ1088-1090.7 Men STUDY 
HQ1101-2030.7 Women. Feminism RESEARCH 
HQ1871-2030.7 Women's clubs MINIMAL 
HQ2035-2039 Life skills. Coping skills. Everyday living skills OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HQ2042-2044 Life style MINIMAL 
HS1-3371 Societies: secret, benevolent, etc. BASIC 
HT51-1595 Communities. Classes. Races STUDY 
HT51-65 Human settlements. Communities STUDY 
HT101-395 Urban groups. The city. Urban sociology STUDY 
HT170-178 Urban renewal. Urban redevelopment BASIC 
HT201-221 City population, Including children in cities, 
immigration 
STUDY 
HT231 Effect of city life BASIC 
HT251-265 Mental and moral life MINIMAL 
HT281 Recreation. Amusements MINIMAL 
HT330-334 Metropolitan areas  BASIC 
HT351-352 Suburban cities and towns  BASIC 
HT361-384 Urbanization. City and country  BASIC 
HT388 Regional economics. Space in economics  BASIC 
HT390-395 Regional planning OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HT401-485 Rural groups. Rural sociology RESEARCH 
HT601-1445 Classes RESEARCH 
HT621-635 Origin of social classes RESEARCH 
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HT641-657 Classes arising from birth, Including royalty, nobility, 
commons 
BASIC 
HT675-690 Classes arising from occupation  BASIC 
HT713-725 Caste system  STUDY 
HT731 Freedmen  BASIC 
HT751-815 Serfdom  BASIC 
HT851-1445 Slavery STUDY 
HT1501-1595 Races, Including race as a social group and race 
relations in general 
RESEARCH 
HV1-9960 Social pathology. Social and public welfare. 
Criminology 
STUDY 
HV40-69 Social service. Social work. Charity organization and 
practice, Including social case work, private and public relief, 
institutional care, rural social work, work relief 
BASIC 
HV85-525 By region or country MINIMAL 
HV530 The church and charity MINIMAL 
HV541 Women and charity MINIMAL 
HV544 Charity fairs, bazaars, etc. MINIMAL 
HV544.5 International social work MINIMAL 
HV547 Self-help groups MINIMAL 
HV551.2-639 Emergency management BASIC 
HV553-639 Relief in case of disasters BASIC 
HV560-583 Red Cross. Red Crescent MINIMAL 
HV599-639 Special types of disasters MINIMAL 
HV640-645 Refugee problems STUDY 
HV650-670 Life saving MINIMAL 
HV675-677 Accidents. Prevention of accidents MINIMAL 
HV680-696 Free professional services, Including medical 
charities 
MINIMAL 
HV697-4959 Protection, assistance and relief MINIMAL 
HV697-3024 Special classes MINIMAL 
HV697-700.7 Families. Mothers. Widow's pensions STUDY 
HV701-1420.5 Children STUDY 
HV835-847 Foundlings MINIMAL 
HV873-887 Destitute, neglected, and abandoned children. 
Street children 
RESEARCH 
HV888-907 Children with disabilities STUDY 
HV931-941 Fresh-air funds MINIMAL 
HV959-1420.5 Orphanages. Orphans MINIMAL 
HV1421-1441 Young adults. Youth. Teenagers  STUDY 
HV1442-1448 Women  STUDY 
HV1449 Gay men. Lesbians  STUDY 
HV1450-1494 Aged STUDY 
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HV1551-3024 People with disabilities, Including blind, deaf, 
people with physical and mental disabilities 
STUDY 
HV3025-3174 Special classes. By occupation OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV3025-3163 Mariners OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV3165-3173 Shop women, clerks, etc. OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV3174 Other. By occupation OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV3176-3199 Special classes. By race or ethnic group STUDY 
HV4005-4013 Immigrants STUDY 
HV4023-4470.7 Poor in cities. Slums STUDY 
HV4480-4630 Mendicancy. Vagabondism. Tramps. 
Homelessness  
STUDY 
HV4701-4890.9 Protection of animals. Animal rights. Animal 
welfare 
BASIC 
HV4905-4959  Animal experimentation.  Anti-vivisection BASIC 
HV4961-4995  Degeneration STUDY 
HV5001-5720.5  Alcoholism.  Intemperance.  Temperance 
reform 
STUDY 
HV5725-5770  Tobacco habit STUDY 
HV5800-5840  Drug habits.  Drug abuse RESEARCH 
HV6001-7220.5  Criminology STUDY 
HV6035-6197  Criminal anthropology, Including criminal types, 
criminal psychology, prison psychology, causes of crime 
STUDY 
HV6201-6249  Criminal classes STUDY 
HV6250-6250.4  Victims of crimes.  Victimology RESEARCH 
HV6251-6773.55  Crimes and offenses STUDY 
HV6774-7220.5  Crimes and criminal classes STUDY 
HV7231-9960  Criminal justice administration BASIC 
HV7428  Social work with delinquents and criminals MINIMAL 
HV7431  Prevention of crime, methods, etc. BASIC 
HV7435-7439  Gun control STUDY 
HV7551-8280.7  Police.  Detectives.  Constabulary BASIC 
HV7935-8025  Administration and organization OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV8031-8080  Police duty.  Methods of protection OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV8035-8069  Special classes of crimes, offenses and criminals. BASIC 
HV8073-8079.35  Investigation of crimes.  Examination and 
identification of prisoners 
OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV8079.2-8079.35  Police social work OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV8079.5-8079.55  Traffic control.  Traffic accident 
investigation 
OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV8081-8099  Private detectives.  Detective bureaus OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV8130-8280.7  By region or country OUT-OF-SCOPE 
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HV8290-8291  Private security services MINIMAL 
HV8301-9920.7  Penology.  Prisons.  Corrections OUT-OF-SCOPE 
HV9051-9230.7  The juvenile offender.  Juvenile delinquency.  
Reform schools, etc. 
RESEARCH 
HV9261-9430.7  Reformation and reclamation of adult 
prisoners 
MINIMAL 
HV9441-9920.7  By region or country MINIMAL 
HV9950-9960  By region or country MINIMAL 
HX1-970.7  Socialism.  Communism.  Anarchism BASIC 
HX519-550  Communism/socialism in relation to special topics BASIC 
HX626-696  Communism: Utopian socialism, collective 
settlements 
BASIC 
HX806-811  Utopias.  The ideal state MINIMAL 
HX821-970.9  Anarchism BASIC 
JA1-92 Political science (General) STUDY 
JC11-605  Political theory. The state. Theories of the state. 
Nationalism 
STUDY 
JF20-2112  Political institutions and public administration STUDY 
JJ1000-1019  Political institutions and public administration  
(North America) 
STUDY 
JK1-9993 Political institutions and public administration (United 
States) 
STUDY 
JL1-3899  Political institutions and public administration 
(Canada, Latin America, etc.) 
STUDY 
JN1-9689 Political institutions and public administration 
(Europe) 
BASIC 
JQ21-6651 Political institutions and public administration (Asia, 
Africa, Australia, Pacific Area, etc.) 
BASIC 
JS39-8500  Local government. Municipal government MINIMAL 
JV1-9480  Colonies and colonization. Emigration and 
immigration. International migration 
RESEARCH 
JZ5-6530 International relations STUDY 
K366-380 Sociology of law. Sociological jurisprudence MINIMAL 
K1700-1973  Social legislation MINIMAL 
K1701-1841  Labor law MINIMAL 
K1861-1929  Social insurance MINIMAL 
K1960-1973  Public welfare. Public assistance MINIMAL 
K3700-3705  Control of social activities MINIMAL 
L Education (General) BASIC 
LA History of education STUDY 
LB Theory and practice of education BASIC 
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LC Special aspects of education  (includes:  Forms of education, 
Social aspects of education, Inclusive education, Education of 
special classes of persons) 
RESEARCH 
LD Individual institutions - United States STUDY 
LE Individual institutions - America (except United States) BASIC 
LF Individual institutions - Europe BASIC 
LG Individual institutions - Asia, Africa, Indian Ocean islands, 
Australia, New Zealand, Pacific islands 
BASIC 
LH College and school magazines and papers MINIMAL 
LJ Student fraternities and societies, United States BASIC 
LT Textbooks MINIMAL 
P40  Sociolinguistics BASIC 
P87-96 Communication. Mass media RESEARCH 
P99-99.4 Semiotics. Signs and symbols BASIC 
PN4699-5650 Journalism. The periodical press, etc. BASIC 
PN4735-4748 Relation to the state. Government and the press. 
Liberty of the press 
BASIC 
Q1-295 General Science (includes:  Social/Historical Studies of 
Science 
BASIC 
Q350-390 Information theory BASIC 
R5-920 Medicine (General) BASIC 
R131-687 History of medicine. Medical expeditions BASIC 
R690-697 Medicine as a profession. Physicians MINIMAL 
R702-703 Medicine and the humanities. Medicine and disease 
in relation to history, literature, etc. 
MINIMAL 
R727-727.5 Medical personnel and the public. Physician and the 
public 
MINIMAL 
R858-859.7 Computer applications to medicine. Medical 
informatics 
BASIC 
RA1-1270 Public aspects of medicine STUDY 
RA1-418.5 Medicine and the state STUDY 
RA407-409.5 Health status indicators. Medical statistics and 
surveys  
STUDY 
RA410-410.9 Medical economics. Economics of medical care. 
Employment  
STUDY 
RA411-415 Provisions for personal medical care. Medical care 
plans  
BASIC 
RA418-418.5 Medicine and society. Social medicine. Medical 
sociology  
RESEARCH 
RA421-790.95 Public health. Hygiene. Preventive medicine  RESEARCH 
RA428-428.5 Public health laboratories, institutes, etc.  BASIC 
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RA565-600 Environmental health  Including sewage disposal, air 
pollution, nuisances,water supply  
RESEARCH 
RA601-602 Food and food supply in relation to public health  RESEARCH 
RA604-618 Parks, public baths, public carriers, buildings, etc.  BASIC 
RA619-637 Disposal of the dead. Undertaking. Burial. 
Cremation. Cemeteries  
BASIC 
RA638 Immunity and immunization in relation to public health  BASIC 
RA639-642 Transmission of disease  BASIC 
RA643-645 Disease (Communicable and noninfectious) and 
public health  
STUDY 
RA645.3-645.37 Home health care services  MINIMAL 
RA645.5-645.9 Emergency medical services  MINIMAL 
RA646-648.3 War and public health  BASIC 
RA648.5-767 Epidemics. Epidemiology. Quarantine. Disinfection  STUDY 
RA771-771.7 Rural health and hygiene. Rural health services  STUDY 
RA773-788 Personal health and hygiene  Including clothing, 
bathing, exercise, travel, nutrition, sleep, sex hygiene  
STUDY 
RA790-790.95 Mental health. Mental illness prevention  RESEARCH 
RA791-954 Medical geography. Climatology. Meteorology.  STUDY 
RC435-571 Psychiatry  STUDY 
RC475-489 Therapeutics. Psychotherapy  MINIMAL 
RC490-499 Hypnotism and hypnosis. Suggestion therapy  MINIMAL 
RC500-510 Psychoanalysis  MINIMAL 
RC512-569.5 Psychopathology  STUDY 
RC512-528 Psychoses  STUDY 
RC530-552 Neuroses  STUDY 
RC554-569.5 Personality disorders. Behavior problems, 
Including sexual problems, drug abuse, suicide, child abuse  
RESEARCH 
RC569.7-571 Mental retardation. Developmental disabilities STUDY 
RJ1-570 Pediatrics MINIMAL 
RJ47.3-47.4 Genetic aspects MINIMAL 
RJ50-51 Examination. Diagnosis MINIMAL 
RJ52-53 Therapeutics MINIMAL 
RJ59-60 Infant and neonatal morbidity and mortality STUDY 
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RJ91 Supposed prenatal influence. Prenatal culture. 
Stirpiculture 
MINIMAL 
RJ101-103 Child health. Child health services BASIC 
RJ125-145 Physiology of children and adolescents MINIMAL 
RJ206-235 Nutrition and feeding of children and adolescents MINIMAL 
RJ240 Immunization of children (General) MINIMAL 
RJ242-243 Hospital care MINIMAL 
RJ245-247 Nursing of children. Pediatric nursing MINIMAL 
RJ250-250.3 Premature infants MINIMAL 
RJ251-325 Newborn infants, Including physiology, care, 
treatment, diseases 
MINIMAL 
RJ370-550 Diseases of children and adolescents  MINIMAL 
RJ499-507 Mental disorders. Child psychiatry STUDY 
T14.5  Technology -- Social aspects  BASIC 
U21-22.3 War. Philosophy. Military sociology BASIC 
UB416-419 Minorities, women, etc. in armed forces MINIMAL 
VB320-325  Minorities, women, etc. in navies MINIMAL 
ZA3038-5190  Information resources (General) MINIMAL 
ZA3201-3250  Information superhighway STUDY 
ZA5049-5190  Government information STUDY 
 
